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My going -on -4th -grade -level daughter (we home school) likes this work book. She does one or

two pages a day and she told me , " I think this really is helping me with writing." She uses kumon

math workbooks (just started grade 4 in math after finishing grade 3) and I didn't get kumon writing

workbook for her in the past because 1- I didn't think she need it 2- it might be too easy 3- it might

be waste of money if it was mostly blank space with writing prompts only (She reads 5th grade level

books and writes stories all the time). I was curious so I ordered grade 5 writing workbook. It was

challenging for her on her own. It looked great with variety of exercises so I ordered grade 4. She

loves it. She does it on her own, gets few wrong answers here and there which tells me this is the

right level for her. It's not what I thought it was- bunch of writing prompts to encourage kids who

hate writing. It teaches grammar, sentence structure, reading comprehension, etc. I highly

recommend it.

I bought this for my daughter as review over the summer between 4th and 5th grade and I can see a

big difference in her writing this year. It was very helpful for her. She excels in math and science but

not so much in writing. Definitely worth the money.



I have ordered all the books in the 3rd and 4th grade series...math and reading/writing. After I

ordered 2 books, I was so impressed that I wanted them all. It is perfect for "filling in the gaps" for

my son. He can work at his own pace and continue learning throughout the summer. We are going

to continue with these books throughout the school year. I would highly recommend these books to

any parent who wants to help their child make major improvements in reading and math.

This is very well laid out. It contains some grammar, vocabulary, and sentence structure exercises.

It progresses into paragraphs and finally short stories. I do wish it more quickly went into story

writing as we are ready for that. I may need to get the 5th grade book soon for my 4th grader.

We use this as as encouragement for my son to improve his writing. If he does two pages, then he

gets an extra hour of game time. We've already seen improvement in his writing skills! Kumon has

been a part of my sons life since he was a toddler. Always nice to have a reliable learning tool.

As a teacher, I worry about my kids regressing academically in the summer. I purchased this writing

book for my son who is going into 4th grade. Love this workbook. It introduces 4th grade writing

vocabulary and skills. It starts with comprehensive activities and by the end of the book, your kiddo

will be able to write a 3 paragraph essay!

Kumon pages are just the right mix of challenging and concise. My kids feel like Kumon practice is

helpful without being burdensome. They rarely complain about doing a supplemental page of

Kumon.

We always use these books. Kumon is great my 9yr old is showing improvement and independence

after three lessons!!! Will also buy the 5th grade books for summer time learning.
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